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Entorhinal vErrucaE
corrElatE with surfacE
gEomEtry
abstract
Entorhinal verrucae are unique, small elevations on the surface of entorhinal cortex, formed due to distinctive
clustering of large neurons in entorhinal layer II. In Alzheimer’s disease, the verrucae atrophy as a result of
neurofibrillary tangle formation and concomitant neuronal loss. Previously, we found significant decreases in
verrucae height, width, surface area, and volume even in the mildest stage of Alzheimer’s disease. In this report,
we introduce a new method for analyzing verrucae prominence using measures of their curvature. Smoothed
surfaces and curvatures were generated using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) from 100 µm3
ex vivo MRI isosurfaces. We examined the positive and negative components of mean curvature AreaNorm(H+/-)
and Gaussian curvature AreaNorm(K+/-) in entorhinal cortex. A significant difference was found between
entorhinal (n=10) and non-entorhinal cortices (n=9) for both AreaNorm(H+/-) and AreaNorm(K+/-). We also
validated our curvature analysis through a comparison with previously published verrucae measures derived
from manual labels of individual verrucae. A significant positive correlation was found between mean verrucae
height and AreaNorm(H+/-). Both mean verrucae height and volume were significantly positively correlated
with AreaNorm(K+/-). These results demonstrate that K and H are accurate metrics for detecting the presence or
absence of entorhinal verrucae. Curvature analysis may be a useful and sensitive technique for detecting local
surface changes in entorhinal cortex.
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introDuction
Entorhinal verrucae are a unique surface
structure on the anterior parahippocampal
gyrus. The entorhinal verrucae create a
protrusion or bump on the entorhinal surface
presumably due to the large neurons that
lie beneath the surface in layer II. Retzius and
later Klinger described these bumpy structures
as the ‘verrucae hippocampi’ [1,2]. Since they
are visible to the naked eye, several scientists
have noted their presence [2-6], and in more
recent work, the surface elevations have been
referred to as the ‘entorhinal verrucae’, which
more accurately describes their location. The
quantitative height of an individual verruca
was demonstrated to be 0.13 mm for cognitive
controls, with a range of 0.25 mm to 0.11
mm in height [3]. From our previous work,
verrucae height correlated most strongly
with qualitative observations, while verrucae
volume was also significantly correlated, but

verrucae width and surface area did little to
differentiate the elevations from the underlying
cortex. In non-demented aging, verrucae
increase in total number with increasing age,
but decrease in surface area in a cross-sectional
study [4]. Conversely, in Alzheimer’s disease,
the entorhinal verrucae disappear completely
due to the massive cortical atrophy. Even in
the earliest stages of Alzheimer’s disease, a
significant decrease in verrucae height, volume,
surface area, and width has been demonstrated
[3]. For these reasons, entorhinal verrucae make
an appealing morphological structure to study
in normal controls as well as the Alzheimer’s
disease population.
The aim of this study was to determine if our
previously published manual measurements
of individual entorhinal verrucae correlate
with curvature functions that survey the entire
cortical surface. The process of evaluating
entorhinal curvature will be more streamlined
than manual measurements, but more

importantly will provide additional information
about the bumps and the troughs in entorhinal
cortex. The relationship between the bumps
and troughs will be a novel analysis because the
troughs were not incorporated in our previous
manual measurements that examined verrucae
only. Moreover, a curvature analysis will
demonstrate different types of curvatures that
identify the entorhinal verrucae. Identification
of curvature patterns in ex vivo analysis and
subsequent validation will help elucidate
what the verrucae represent in the normal
population.
Differential geometry is the mathematics
of idealized surfaces and can be applied to
biological surfaces [7]. Geometric surface
properties can be separated into two forms:
intrinsic and extrinsic. Extrinsic properties
depend on the configuration of the particular
surface as it is embedded in a space, and as it
is apparent to an external observer. Intrinsic
properties are invariant of the embedding of
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the surface in a space and are apparent to a
viewer inside the surface [7-10]. The cerebral
cortex contains both intrinsic and extrinsic
curvatures [9]. A cortical fold, for example, has
both extrinsic properties (its general cylindrical
shape) and intrinsic properties (the shear and
stretch of local features on the fold). It has been
documented that intrinsic curvature detects
spherical structures – either concave or convex,
whereas extrinsic curvature follows every point
and changes depending on shape [7,9-11].
Although several studies have examined
cortical folding and gyrification to better
understand evolutionary and developmental
changes [11-14], cortical shape [7,11,15-20]
and changes in diseases such as Alzheimer’s,
autism,
depression
and
schizophrenia
[15,16,21-28], none have examined curvature
of a specific area and structure at such a high
resolution. Our goal was to examine the entire
surface curvature in entorhinal cortex (not
just the verrucae themselves) with intrinsic
and extrinsic curvature measures. Our main
objective was to determine whether Gaussian
curvature (an intrinsic surface property)
and mean curvature (an extrinsic surface
property) had an association with previously
obtained manual verrucae measurements.
With this method of curvature analysis, more
subtle surface changes can be detected and
described, not only the verrucae but the
troughs and saddles (midpoints) as well. In
this study, we seek to validate the curvature
functions of entorhinal cortex generated using
FreeSurfer with our quantitative individual
verrucae measurements in cognitive controls.
Our quantitative measures included height,
volume, surface area and width [3] and the
FreeSurfer output included area normalized
surface integral functions based on the
Gaussian (K) and Mean (H) curvatures.

and cingulate cortex (n=1) for a total of n=19.
All of the samples in this study were clinically
cognitively normal and had no cerebrovascular
incident or neuropsychiatric history, except one
case had history of mild dementia. Additional
demographic information has been noted in
a previous study [3]. Cases were additionally
screened for rapid progressive dementia
(Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease), hepatitis and
human immunosuppressive virus and, if found,
were excluded from this study. The ages ranged
from 43-86 and the mean age was 62.71 ± 13.85
years. Our sample set included four females
and four males with two cases for which gender
information was unavailable. The post-mortem
interval for all cases was less than 25 hours.

Ex vivo MRI acquisition
Magnetic resonance images were acquired on a
7.0 T whole body scanner (Magnetom, Siemens
Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The
radio frequency coil used to acquire the images
was a 4-turn solenoid with an inner diameter of
28.5 mm and length of 44 mm. A fast-low-angle-

shot (FLASH) sequence was utilized to attain
high resolution isotropic (100 µm) voxels with
the following parameters: field of view=52 mm
(512x512 matrix), slab thickness=25.6 mm (256
partitions), TR=20 ms, TE=7.8 ms, bandwidth
=134 Hz/pixel, scan duration = 43min 41sec, full
Fourier encoding. Flip angles 10°, 20° and 30°
degrees were acquired and isosurfaces were
created from three averages at flip angle 20°. All
samples were placed in hydrogen free Fomblin
(Solvay, Houston, TX, USA) during scanning
to produce a clean isosurface not obscured
by adjacent liquid. Digital photographs were
taken using a Canon Digital Rebel XT camera
(Figure 2A).

Manual Verrucae Measures
In our previous study, isosurface models
were reconstructed from high resolution
ex vivo MRI volumes scanned at high field
(7.0T) and individual verruca were measured
quantitatively for height, width, volume, and
surface area on control cases (n=10 cases)
[3]. Individual verrucae were systematically

EXPErimEntal ProcEDurEs
Brain Samples
Brain specimens were collected from the
Massachusetts General Hospital Autopsy Suite.
Ten entorhinal cortex samples were obtained
as well as nine other cortical areas that included
motor (n=4), orbitofrontal (n=1), Wernicke’s
area (n=1), occipital (n=1), fusiform area (n=1),
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Figure 1. Curvature maps of the entorhinal cortex in the same case. (A) and (B) represent the principal curvatures,
k1 and k2, respectively. (C) and (D) denote the Gaussian, K, and mean, H, (unsmoothed) curvature,
respectively. Note the red and green colors have different meanings in intrinsic (Gaussian) and extrinsic
(mean) surface properties in (C) and (D), respectively. In H surfaces, red means depressions or sulci,
whereas in K surfaces the red color means spherical inference regardless of sign (+ or -, i.e. can be convex
or concave). Note the red verrucae highlighted as spherical structures in (C) and green verrucae as
maxima in (D).
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and randomly labeled on entorhinal surfaces
and random patches were labeled on nonentorhinal surfaces. Mean verrucae height for
entorhinal surfaces was significantly different
from other cortical heights such as, cingulate,
frontal, occipital, parietal and temporal cortices.
These manual measurements of verrucae were
used in this report for validation.

Surface Reconstruction
Isosurfaces were reconstructed from 100 µm3
ex vivo MRI using Freeview which is part of the
FreeSurfer package (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu). FreeSurfer uses components
of differential geometry to connect multiple
vertices that generate the 3D tessellated
structure into a smoothed surface (not an
isosurface) [29-31]. Here we generated our
surfaces using the Marching Cubes algorithm
[32] in Freeview.

Curvature Measures
For our analyses, we used tools in FreeSurfer
to calculate multiple curvature measures
(Figure 1) including the two principal

curvatures (k1 maximum, k2 minimum)
(Figure 1A and 1B), respectively, illustrated in
the entorhinal cortex. The Gaussian curvature
(K) is the product of the principal curvatures,
K = k1k2 (Figure 1C) and the mean curvature
(H) is the average of the principal curvatures,
H = ½ (k1+k2) (Figure 1D) [7]. Although based
on the same principal curvatures, the two
measures, H and K, determine very different
geometric properties. The mean curvature
is an extrinsic measure and corresponds to
what most people visualize when thinking of
curvature (i.e. the curved shape of a surface).
The mean curvature is measured in units of
mm-1. The Gaussian curvature is measured
in units of mm-2 and is an intrinsic property
of a surface that is quite separate from its
extrinsic curvature. In the simplest sense, the
extrinsic curvature is the curvature apparent
to an observer outside of the surface, while
the intrinsic curvature is the curvature
apparent to an observer inside the surface.
The Gaussian curvature can also be thought
of as a measurement of differential expansion
of a surface. Imagine first a flat surface that

“grows” uniformly in all directions; it will remain
flat and have zero Gaussian curvature. Imagine
now that the center of the surface grows at a
faster rate: this will induce a “bubble” in the
surface similar to a hemisphere – accumulating
positive Gaussian curvature on the bubble. If
instead the edges grow faster than the center, a
hyperbolic (saddle shaped) surface results, and
collects negative Gaussian curvature. In this
manner, the Gaussian curvature tags regions
of spherical or hyperbolic shape on a surface.
It has been speculated that the Gaussian
curvature could represent weak points in the
surface where stretching occurs [10].
These aforementioned types of curvature
were displayed (Figure 1) and each curvature
was illustrated in the same case. Note that
visually, the K (Gaussian) and the H (mean)
curvatures emphasize different aspects of the
surface (Figure 1C and 1D), respectively. The H
curvature conforms to our intuitive notion of
geometry (i.e. Figure 1D), and highlights the
tracts of sulci and gyri on the surface that have
generally cylindrical shapes. For H, following
FreeSurfer convention, green colors denote
gyral ridges, and red colors denote sulcal
depths. The K curvature image shows quite
different surface detail (Figure 1C). For K, the
gyral/sulcal folds were less evident; instead we
clearly see the entorhinal cortex bumps which
conform to a spherical shape and are clearly
highlighted as these denote areas of local
stretching on the surface.

Area Normalization

Figure 2. Ventromedial view of the anterior parahippocampal gyrus shows the entorhinal verrucae on the surface
in a gross photograph (A). The same view but an isosurface was reconstructed from high resolution ex
vivo MRI (B). Based on the isosurface in (B), the mean curvature function (H, smoothed) was generated in
FreeSurfer. White box (C and D) represents our region of interest for the curvature functions presented
in the following figures. Our region of interest was confined to entorhinal cortex at all levels of the
amygdala. Labels were limited to gyral crowns only (E).

For each point on our surface, we multiplied
the curvature measure with the area of the
mesh that the curvature subtends. This can
then be normalized again by the area of the
surface to result in a surface area normalized
measure, the AreaNorm, which allows for
better comparisons between different samples
than just comparing raw K and H values.
AreaNorm is a FreeSurfer specific term that
takes into account the area that was labeled.
In this paper, the positive integral implies that
the AreaNorm calculation was only performed
where the respective curvature function was
positive; similarly the negative integral implies
the AreaNorm calculation was only performed
where the curvature function was negative. For
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ease of reporting, all integrals were constructed
by multiplying area values with the absolute
value of the specific curvature function (i.e. all
AreaNorm values were reported as positive).

Region of Interest and Manual
Labeling
Our methods pipeline is outlined in Figure 2.
On intake, we photographed all fixed brain
samples with a high resolution Canon camera
(Figure 2A). The case illustrated in (Figure 2) has
many small entorhinal verrucae on the anterior
parahippocampal surface. As described
in our previous study [3], we generated
isosurfaces from our ex vivo MRI for all cortical
areas examined. An individual isosurface of
entorhinal cortex is shown in (Figure 2B).
Subsequently, we generated surfaces on which
we projected point-by-point curvature values.
In the case of the H curvature (Figure 2C and D)
the red denotes concave curvature points and
is expressed with a positive sign (i.e. sulci and
troughs) and the green color implies convex
curvature and is expressed with negative
curvature (i.e. gyri or verrucae). For H, the
sign simply indicates the sense of concavity
as seen by an external observer. The same
shape is positive or negative depending on
whether it curves upwards or downwards. In
the case of the K, however, the red (positive)
denotes a different shape (bump, or spherical)
than the green (negative, or a saddle shape)
irrespective of whether the particular shape is
up or down. Given the relative spatial locations
of the bumps in the entorhinal cortex, the
green (negative) for H and the red (positive) for
K fall on generally the same locations on the
entorhinal cortex.
We restricted the region of interest to the
anterior most portion of parahippocampal
cortex (i.e. anterior 1/3 of entorhinal cortex) so
that our measurements were consistent with
previous quantitative studies. Specifically, the
region of interest included entorhinal slices that
contained amygdala as a landmark, even at the
most rostral and caudal ends, shown outlined
with the white box in Figure 2C, D and E. Panels
C and D show the projection of the raw H curves
on the surface. We drew a label (Figure 2E) using
Freeview that included the entire region of
interest (white box) but excluded neighboring
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Figure 3. Mean (H) curvature in different types of cortex. Bar graph displays AreaNorm(H+/-) difference between
entorhinal cortex (bumpy surface) and other non-entorhinal cortical surfaces (without bumpy surface).
Non-entorhinal cortices contain motor cortex (n=4), orbitofrontal cortex (n=1), occipital cortex (n=1),
Wernicke’s area (n=1), fusiform cortex (n=1) and cingulate cortex (n=1). Note the significant difference
between types of cortex for AreaNorm(H-) (n=19, p= 0.009) and AreaNorm(H+) (n=19, p= 0.007).

Figure 4. Gaussian (K) curvature in different types of cortex. Bar graph shows AreaNorm(K+/-) difference between
entorhinal cortex (bumpy surface) and other non-entorhinal cortical surfaces (without bumpy surface).
Non-entorhinal cortices contain same cortices listed in Figure 2. These values were significantly different
between types of cortex for AreaNorm(K-) surface integral (n=19, p=0.009) and the AreaNorm(K+)
surface integral (n=19, p= 0.018).

sulci and any surface artifacts (bubbles or
tissue debris) within the region of interest so
that only verrucae curvature was analyzed. All
cases underwent this procedure to yield the
FreeSurfer curvature measures. In this report, we
will denote the AreaNorm of the positive mean,
H, as AreaNorm(H+), that of the negative mean
as AreaNorm(H-); similarly for the Gaussian,
we have AreaNorm(K+) and AreaNorm(K-). The
combined notation AreaNorm(H+/-) denotes
both AreaNorm functions.

Statistical Analysis
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to
compare manual verrucae measurements
(quantitative height and volume) with the
AreaNorm(H+), AreaNorm(H-), AreaNorm(K+) and
AreaNorm(K-). A Mann-Whitney U test was used
to compare entorhinal cortex with other cortical
areas for AreaNorm(K+) and AreaNorm(K-).
An independent samples t-test was used to
compare AreaNorm(H+), AreaNorm(H-) between
entorhinal cortex and other cortices.

Translational Neuroscience

rEsults
In this study, we compared AreaNorm(H+/-)
and AreaNorm(K+/-) to our previously
published quantitative entorhinal verrucae
that were individually and manually labeled
[3]. The fundamental workflow for curvature
measures is illustrated in Figure 2, and shows
the gross specimen, isosurface, smoothed
surface, region of interest and label used to
generate these subsequent data.
We examined the curvature of non-entorhinal
cortex surfaces including motor (Brodmann’s
area 4), orbitofrontal cortex (Brodmann’s
area 11), Wernicke’s area (Brodmann’s area
39), occipital cortex (Brodmann’s area 17),
fusiform cortex (Brodmann’s area ~37 and
20), and cingulate cortex (Brodmann’s area
24) with our surface of interest, entorhinal
cortex, that contains verrucae (Brodmann’s
area 28). We included both isocortical areas
as well as limbic cortex in our non-entorhinal
cortices. The AreaNorm(H-) was computed to be
0.32 ± 0.02 mm-1 in entorhinal cortex and in
other cortices (motor, occipital, parietal, frontal,
and cingulate), the AreaNorm(H-) was 0.23 ± 0.02
mm-1 (Figure 3). The AreaNorm(H+) for entorhinal
cortex had a mean of 0.29 ± 0.02 mm-1 and for
the other cortical areas (motor, occipital, parietal,
frontal, and cingulate) the AreaNorm(H+) was
0.20 ± 0.02 mm-1 (Figure 3). The AreaNorm(H-)
was significantly different between entorhinal
cortex and other cortical areas (p=0.009, n=19,
independent samples t-test) and AreaNorm(H+)
was significantly different as well (p=0.007,
n=19, independent samples t-test) (Figure 3).

We also evaluated the Gaussian (K) curvature
in entorhinal and non-entorhinal regions. The
AreaNorm(K-) was found to have a mean of 0.17
± 0.02 mm-2 in EC, and 0.08 ± 0.02 mm-2 in other
cortical regions, while the AreaNorm(K+) had a
mean of 0.26 ± 0.03 mm-2 in entorhinal cortex,
and 0.13 ± 0.04 mm-2 elsewhere in cortex
(Figure 4). The AreaNorm(K-) was significantly
different between entorhinal cortex and other
cortical areas (n=19, p=0.009, Mann-Whitney
U), as was AreaNorm(K+) (n=19, p=0.018, MannWhitney U) (Figure 4). In a Gaussian curvature
sense, K+ represents a spherical shape, i.e. the
verrucae, while K- represents a saddle shape.
For the entorhinal cortex, the H- and the K+
both distinguished the entorhinal (i.e. verrucal)
surface from other cortices that do not exhibit
verrucae.

We used the same ten cases as in [3] and
generated H and K measures for all entorhinal
cortices (H, smoothed, Figure 5). To test the
entorhinal FreeSurfer curvature as a means for
semi-automatically detecting verrucae in ex vivo,
we used our manually labeled and validated
verrucae labels and we compared curvature to
verrucae height (mm), verrucae volume (mm3),
verrucae width (mm) and verrucae surface area
(mm2) [3]. The AreaNorm(H-) was significantly
positively correlated with mean verrucae height
(n= 10, p=0.009, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
0.768) (Figure 6A); the AreaNorm(H+) was also
positively correlated with mean verrucae
height (n= 10, p=0.029, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient 0.684) (Figure 6B) but less so than
the AreaNorm(H-). While both AreaNorm(H+)
and AreaNorm(H-) were significant for verrucae

Figure 5. All entorhinal samples displayed as smoothed mean curvatures. Age and gender listed for each case
(A) n/a, F, (B) 65yr, M, (C) 67yr, M (D) 50yr, F (E) n/a (F) n/a (G) 60yr, M (H) 86yr, F, (I) 68yr, M (J) 43yr, F.
yr = year, M = male, F = female.

Figure 6. AreaNorm(H+/-) curvatures correlate to verrucae height. Both positive and negative AreaNorms showed a significant correlation with verrucae height. Correlation
for AreaNorm(H-) and verrucae height was highly significant (p=0.009) (A) while the AreaNorm(H+) was modestly significant with height (p=0.029) (B). Mean
curvature (H-) represents the verrucae (bumps) loosely while mean (H+) indicates troughs in between verrucae.
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height, the outcome measures of verrucae
volume, width and surface area were not
significantly correlated (data not illustrated).
The AreaNorm functions of the Gaussian
curvature revealed a significant correlation
with both verrucae height and verrucae volume
(Figure 7). The AreaNorm(K+) and mean verrucae
height showed a significant positive correlation
(n= 10, p=0.007, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
= 0.784) (Figure 7A) and the AreaNorm(K-)
also showed a significant positive correlation
with height (n= 10, p=0.005, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient = 0.806) (Figure 7C).
The AreaNorm(K+) was also significantly
positively correlated with verrucae volume (n=
10, p=0.045, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
= 0.644) (Figure 7B) and the AreaNorm(K-)
also showed a significant positive correlation
with mean verrucae volume (n= 10, p=0.049,
Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.634)
(Figure 7D). These data suggest that while both
the K+ and the H- tag the verrucae, the K+ is a
more faithful marker of verrucae, which was also

visually evident in Figure 1, where the K+ in panel
1C may more accurately mark verrucae than the
H- than in panel 1D. In summary, we found that
AreaNorm(K+/-) correlated with verrucae height
and volume while the AreaNorm(H+/-) correlated
with only verrucae height.

Discussion
In this report, we demonstrated that both
Gaussian K and mean H curvature measures
correlate with quantitative measures of
entorhinal verrucae derived from manual
and individual labeling. Specifically, the
AreaNorm(H+/-) correlated best with verrucae
height while AreaNorm(K+/-) correlated well
with both verrucae height and volume. We
also verified that entorhinal curvatures were
significantly different from non-entorhinal
curvatures and this finding paralleled our
quantitative data measures.
The innovation of this study includes several
facets. Most importantly, we have shown that

semi-automatically derived measures can be
used to quantify the geometry of entorhinal
verrucae, that has significant implications for
staging of diseases such as Alzheimer’s. The
H and K AreaNorm correlations with individual
quantitative verrucae measures provide
validation to curvature measures, especially
given that H and K distinguish entorhinal from
non-entorhinal cortices.
Our data show that K and H curvature
correlates with quantitative verrucae metrics
derived from manual labeling, suggesting
these curvature measures can be used to
predict verrucae size. All AreaNorm functions
(both H and K) showed strong correlations
with verrucae height; thus, making verrucae
height the most distinguishing feature among
our quantitative measures. Verrucae volume
was significantly correlated as well, but less
strongly, and only with the intrinsic curvature,
K. It is remarkable that the AreaNorm functions
of both the positive and negative H and K
showed positive correlations with verrucae

Figure 7. AreaNorm(K+/-) curvatures correlate to verrucae volume and height. AreaNorm(K+) positively correlated with verrucae height (p=0.007) (A) and with verrucae
volume (p=0.045) (B). AreaNorm(K-) positively correlated with verrucae height (p=0.005) (C) and with verrucae volume (p=0.049) (D). Note that the K+ characterizes
spherical shapes irrespective of convexity, while K- denotes a saddle (i.e. not a peak and not a trough).
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geometry, suggesting that these curvature
measures may be a more robust metric than
manually labeling the verrucae because the
entire geometry of the entorhinal cortex
contributes to the measure, as opposed to
the manual labeling which relies solely on the
bumps. It is important to examine the positive
and negative AreaNorm functions separately
to avoid cancellation of the curvatures of the
peaks and valleys on the surface1. It makes
sense that the mean negative surface integral
(H-) has a stronger correlation with height than
the positive surface integral (H+) because for
a surface with an outward-pointing normal
vector field, outward bumps such as verrucae
will have negative curvature (since a quadratic
fit of the height of the surface in the normal
direction over the tangent plane will have a
negative coefficient of the quadratic term,
such as a downward facing parabola). Given
the spherical shape of the verrucae and the
strong correlations with not only height but
also volume, this may suggest that Gaussian
curvature –either positive or negative- may be
more predictive of actual verrucae prominence.
The biological significance of curvatures,
H and K, with regard to the entorhinal
verrucae size remains an intriguing question.
By examining both intrinsic and extrinsic
curvature, we collect more information about
each surface. For H-, we can examine the peaks
only while the K+ incorporates information
from both peaks and troughs. Utilizing all
the curvature maps (H, K, +,- ), we can build
better models to address questions regarding
the troughs (H+, K+), saddles (K-) as well as the
bumps (K+, H-) in non-demented aging samples.
It may also suggest there is a small puckering
or pit at the base of each verruca. Nonetheless,
the intrinsic and extrinsic curvature measures
can be extrapolated to the underlying cellular
architecture. Verrucae (H-) and (K+) have large
neurons beneath them while the troughs (H+,
some K+) have cell sparse areas beneath them.
Since these curvature values correlate with our
previously published manual measurements,
it could be speculated that these curvature
1 As shown by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the
integrated Gaussian curvature is a topological invariant of the surface and contains no
information about surface geometry,

measures may provide meaning to underlying
neurons and may even reflect the corticocortical connectivity or loss of cortico-cortical
connectivity if the neurons die as a result of
disease.
It is well documented that verrucae
disappear in Alzheimer’s disease [3,6,33,34] and
our previous study established that verrucae
size is indicative of the degree of neurofibrillary
tangle pathology that underlies the verrucae.
The data presented here show that measures
of surface curvature such as K and H may serve
as morphometric biomarkers of the underlying
neuropathology. It has been described that
entorhinal verrucae increase in total number
with increasing age [4]. It is enticing to further
characterize a structure that may represent a
morphological marker that increases with age
but decreases with Alzheimer’s disease.
There are limitations to this study.
Although we have established a link between
neuropathology of neurofibrillary tangles,
a morphological structure and a metric like
curvature that is potentially observable in vivo,
the association is indirect. Of course, it is not
possible to do in vivo neuropathology so this
is the closest mechanism that is feasible. The
extra ex vivo step is a substantial but a necessary
and fruitful one. With current technology, it
is difficult to obtain the in vivo resolutions
required to directly resolve the entorhinal
verrucae. We speculate that the resolution
needed in MRI to resolve entorhinal verrucae in
vivo would be approximately 250 µm isotropic
but may be slightly lower (300 µm) if subject has
large verrucae. As technology advances and
higher resolution scans become conventional,
the results presented here may lead to an
additional in vivo measure that can be used for
staging diseases such as Alzheimer’s. Another
limitation, albeit minor, is extraneous tissue,
bubbles, and damaged tissue divots on the ex
vivo surface and we must label around these
artifacts to obtain an accurate measurement in
some cases. If tissue debris was included, major
outliers became evident. Thus, it is easy to
observe the extraneous debris but an extra step
in the methods to exclude it. Excessive debris
did not occur in all cases, but it was notable in
4 out of the 10 cases (see Figure 5A,D,H and J)
while tiny bubbles were noted in all cases. Since

this model is ex vivo based and tissue is excised
from the rest of the brain and handled, it is
difficult to create a completely clean surface in
this circumstance.
Curvature maps for entorhinal cortex
with coincident histology assessment will
advance our understanding of the verrucae
biological function.
Shape analysis and
anatomical classification/validation will be an
important next step for understanding the
underlying cortical architecture in normal
as well as diseased brains. Although current
in vivo resolution cannot resolve these small
structures, advances in MRI technology
such high field strengths, surface array coils,
and motion correction continue to improve
resolution and contrast [35-39]. Until higher
resolution in vivo is feasible where larger
populations can be tested, ex vivo validation
studies will lay the groundwork for verrucae
function in the human brain.
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